EMBRATE TECHNOLOGIES

THE NEW ONLINE EDUCATION PLATFORM
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PROMINENT FEATURES
THAT ARE PRESENT IN
MOBILE APP
ONLINE EDUCATION
Learning should never stop; therefore, we have taken the
functionalities of a regular classroom online, providing a
platform for teachers to share lectures, homework, and
discuss queries with students digitally.

FEES COLLECTION
Why ask parents to visit school amidst the pandemic?
Parents can now pay the fees from the comfort of their
homes & get instant receipts from the mobile app.

MANAGE STUDENTS’ DATA
Manage daily timetables, attendance, exams and much
more in just a few clicks.

DIGITAL
LEARNING
Digitally train your students through
Embrate’s online classroom support
where you can take live classes or
share the recorded ones.

GIVE ASSIGNMENTS
Assign graded or non graded
homework with specific due dates
to your students

There
are
discussion
forums
available where students can
easily get their doubts cleared.
Check every student’s progress by
assigning graded or non graded
homework, accept submissions in
text, images or any other file
formats.

REVIEW SUBMISSIONS
Keep a track of your students’
performance by reviewing their
homework submissions

LECTURE
MANAGEMENT
Tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today!

❏

LIVE CLASSES
Start your live classes with embrate and
actively manage complete schedule for your
students.

❏

RECORDED CLASSES
Students who are unable to attend the live
classes can cover up their studies by
watching the recorded lectures.

DISCUSSION
FORUM
Make sure your class doesn’t fall out
of the loop!
❏

Keep the syllabus and students on
track by instantly clearing doubts as
you teach.

❏

The lectures & homework have their
related discussion forums wherein
students can anytime ask their
queries and get it cleared by their
teachers.

HOMEWORK
MANAGEMENT
1

Teachers can track submission
status of the homework assigned
by them.

2

Students will get notified each
time a homework is assigned to
them.

3

Students can check the subject
wise summary of their completed
and pending homework.

4

Students
can
submit
their
homework through attachments
that can be checked by their
teachers.

BENEFITS OF
TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCEMENT
LOW COST MANAGEMENT
During these unprecedented times,
manage your institute efficiently using
the Embrate’s all in one portal.

INCREASE REVENUE
Use the fees recovery mechanisms in
the app to improve your cash inflow.

DETAILED INSIGHTS
Easy evaluation of the quality of participation in online
classes, homework submissions & much more.

Manage your institute
with minimum resources

AUTOMATE NOW!

CONTACT US

EMBRATE
TECHNOLOGIES

contact@embrate.com

www.embrate.com
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